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The study of Lu Xun’s 魯迅 (1881-1936) Wild Grass 野草 (1927) will always be a 
study in revisionism. 
Since the publication of Feng Xuefeng’s 馮雪峰 (1903-1976) article “On Wild Grass” 
論《野草》in 1955, it could be said that the “policy” on Wild Grass had been established with 
some stability until the 1981 publication of Selected Studies on Lu Xun over the second half of 
the 20th century:
Wild Grass is a collection of twenty-three prose poems, among Lu Xun’s 
most important works. These works were written between 1924 and 1926; at the 
time Lu Xun was in Beijing. What this means is that these works were created 
under the darkness of imperialism and the Beiyang warlords. The combativeness 
of these works is the expression of the author’s resistance to and struggle 
against the forces of darkness. The thoughts and moods in these works are also 
a response to the environment of the time. There is also some sense of gloom 
reflected in the works, especially reflecting the deep and intense contradiction in 
his thinking; these are all closely intertwined with the environment of the times, 
but are also the reflection of contradictions in the author’s world view in the 
previous period. In addition, there are several pieces in the collection with an 
obscure meaning; this too is because of the environment. The author in a preface 
to a 1931 English translation of Wild Grass stated, “Because at the time it was 
difficult to speak out directly, so at times my phrasing is quite vague.”
(《野草》收散文詩二十三篇，是魯迅的重要作品之一。這些作品作
於一九二四至二六年，那時魯迅在北京。這也就是說，這些作品是在帝國
主義和北洋軍閥的黑暗統治之下產生的。這些作品的戰鬥性是作者對於當
時黑暗勢力的反抗和鬥爭的表現，作品中的思想情緒也都是對於當時時代
環境的反應。在這些作品中也反映了作者的一些暗淡的情緒，尤其是反映
了他的思想上的深刻而強烈的矛盾，這都是同時代環境有密切的關係的，
同時也正是作者前期在世界觀等問題上所存在的矛盾的反映。還有，其中
有好幾篇是意思比較隱晦的，這同樣是由於環境的緣故，作者自己就在
一九三一年為《野草》英譯本寫的短序中說過：“因為那時難於直說，所
以有時措辭就很含糊了。”) 1
The study of Wild Grass in China increased in frequency and volume after 1955, and 
after 1981 graduated from many substantial articles to an increasing number of full-length 
books. In this essay I will focus on the sometimes dramatic twists and turns of Chinese 
1     Feng Xuefeng 馮雪峰, “Lun Yecao” 論《野草》[“On Wild Grass”], in Li Zongying 李宗英 and Zhang 
Mengyang 張夢陽, eds., Liushi nian lai Lu Xun yanjiu lunwen xuan 六十年來魯迅研究論文選 [Selected 
Studies of Lu Xun over the Past Sixty Years], vol. 2 (Beijing 北京: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe 中國社
會科學出版社, 1981), 116, originally published in Wenyi bao 文藝報 19, 20 (1955).
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responses to Wild Grass from the 1920s to the mid-1950s, using Feng Xuefeng’s article, which 
is still the only piece devoted to Wild Grass in the Selected Studies, as a turning point after 
which scholarly and popular attention to this work increased substantially. 
The period from September of 1924 to April of 1926, when Lu Xun was writing these 
twenty-four prose poems (including the author’s introduction) is well known as the period 
in which increasing political violence divided the reformists and revolutionaries of the May 
Fourth Movement 五四運動. It is also the period following Lu Xun’s parting of ways with his 
brother Zhou Zuoren 周作人. In November of 1924, Lu Xun, Sun Fuyuan 孫伏園 (1894-1966), 
and Feng Xuefeng launched Yusi 語絲 (Threads of Conversation), a journal of informal social 
commentary spanning the political spectrum; the Wild Grass prose poems all appear in this 
magazine for the first time. The leftist critique of Lu Xun as being out of step with the times 
began in the spring of 1928, only months after the publication of Wild Grass in book form, 
and makes explicit reference to Wild Grass as evidence of Lu Xun’s complete lack of faith in 
revolution. This sets the tone for what appears to be Lu Xun’s alienation from creative writing, 
and with the exception of protégés like Feng Xuefeng, his marginalization from the strident 
left of the literary scene in the 1930s, until Lu Xun’s death in 1936. 
Looked at from this perspective, Wild Grass presents itself as a dark corner into which 
Lu Xun’s artistic creativity turned, never to emerge again. Both his detractors and admirers 
agreed that it was the crystallization of Lu Xun’s cultural philosophy, of the predicament of 
modern man, of the Chinese, of the limitations of language, of the futility and unavoidability 
of struggle. To leftists, however, profound as Wild Grass may have been, it was only evidence 
of Lu Xun’s susceptibility to what they derogatorily referred to as “individualism.” The fact 
that Qian Xingcun’s 錢杏邨 (1900-1977) “The Bygone Age of Ah Q” 死去了的阿Q時代 
written in March of 1928,2 came out shortly after Wild Grass, and discusses only Outcry 呐喊, 
Hesitation 彷徨, and Wild Grass, suggests that the publication of Wild Grass provoked Qian’s 
reaction. It is as if the literary world were waiting for Lu Xun’s next radical literary turn, and 
many were sorely disappointed to find Wild Grass instead.3
A second and more profound layer that hinders reading Wild Grass with fresh eyes 
2      Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨, “Siqu le de Ah Q shidai” 死去了的阿Q時代 [“Bygone Age of Ah Q”], Taiyang yuekan 
太陽月刊 [Sun Monthly] 3 (March 1928), 1-28.
3       As if to take it to another level, Qian published another article in July of the same year called “Siqu de Lu Xun,” 
in which Qian criticizes Lu Xun more directly and harshly. See Qian Xingcun, “Siqu de Lu Xun” 死去的魯迅 
[“The Bygone Lu Xun”], in Sun Yu 孫郁, ed., Weijiao ji 圍剿集 [Besiege] (Shijiazhuang 石家莊: Hebei jiaoyu 
chubanshe 河北教育出版社, 2000), 48-51, originally published in Qian’s Xiandai zhongguo wenxue zuojia 現
代中國文學作家 [Modern Chinese Literature and Authors] (Shanghai 上海: Taidong tushuju 泰東圖書局, 
1928).
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is Lu Xun’s co-optation as a pioneering radical cultural leader by the Chinese Communist 
Party 中國共產黨 under Mao Zedong 毛澤東 (1893-1976).4 Lu Xun has been produced and 
reproduced thousands of times through generations of scholarship in the Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences’ Literary Research Institute 中國社會科學院文學研究所 as a prophet 
in the wilderness of late traditional Chinese culture, paving the way for the revolution and 
leading readers toward the light of socialism. It is a message that must be read between 
the lines in much of his work, like his Madman reading “eat people” between the lines of 
classic historical works. This vision has little room for writing as ambivalent as Wild Grass. 
However — and this is one of the beauties of Chinese culture — regardless of politics, Lu 
Xun’s near-deification by the Communist Party ensured that his complete works would be 
carefully preserved and tortuously annotated, like a modern day Book of Poetry. Thus Wild 
Grass remains within reach, carefully explained as evidence of Lu Xun’s righteous depression 
in the face of unprecedented political tragedy and violence, and deliberately, necessarily 
oblique, burying its satire and political critique deep inside nightmarish darkness so as not to 
attract reprisals from government censors. It may not look political, the interpretation goes, 
but the deep philosophical brooding about despair and hope, action and stasis are in fact just 
a mask for the much more important indictment of the Nationalist 國民黨 regime on the eve 
of its betrayal of the first United Front 第一次國共合作. If Qian Xingcun had gone too far 
criticizing Lu Xun in “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” how did later communists then explain the 
ambivalence, despair, even nihilism of this collection of prose poems, so as to elevate it to the 
status of exemplary revolutionary literature?
In the meantime, scholars of Lu Xun working in English from the outset found artistic 
beauty and profound insight in this little collection. Thanks to T.A. Hsia’s 夏濟安 Gate of 
Darkness (1968),5 Leo Lee’s 李歐梵 Voices from the Iron House (1987), and even beyond 
literary studies to (for example) Jonathan Spence’s discussion of Lu Xun’s deep poetic vision 
in his Gate of Heavenly Peace, we come to know Lu Xun in the U.S. as a Baudelaire-like 
author of extravagant despair. Yet we also learn that this vision is at odds with the prevailing 
vision in the PRC since its establishment in 1949, at least until a few years after the period of 
Reform and Opening 改革開放 (1978-), when rereading literary history became a massive 
project in the Chinese academy, with the rereading of Lu Xun by necessity at its epicenter..
The relative swiftness of Qian Xingcun’s 1928 reaction to Wild Grass, especially in 
historical retrospect, masks the fact that there were in fact a wide variety of responses to the 
4　   Leo Ou-fan Lee, Voices from the Iron House: A Study of Lu Xun (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), 
133.
5　   T.A. Hsia 夏濟安, The Gate of Darkness: Studies on the Leftist Literary Movement in China (Seattle: University 
of Washington Press, 1968).
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work at the time. Yet Qian’s’ argument against Lu Xun is so astoundingly bad that one at once 
wonders whether it reveals as much anxiety as disdain, while also wondering whether it was 
influential, when there were alternative readings available.
I embarked on this project to answer a few simple questions about the early reception 
among Chinese readers of Wild Grass: were there any who admired the work, as Western 
scholars of the past two generations have, for its haunting poetic beauty and linguistic 
experimentation? Did any of the early commentators draw attention to the prose poetry form 
Lu Xun adopted for most of its component parts, and what significance did they place on it? 
When and how did the leftwing attack on Wild Grass find momentum and what is its larger 
historical meaning? Finally, can Wild Grass be distinguished from Outcry and Hesitation, as 
Liu Dajie 劉大杰 (1904-1977) suggests in 1928 as a turn from social realism to symbolism?
The particular kind of revisionist literary history that allows us easier access to the early 
responses to Wild Grass is the resurgence of scholarship on Lu Xun that began in the period of 
Reform and Opening. In November of 1979, a large conference on Lu Xun was held in Beijing. 
One of its outcomes was the initiation of a project to collect all the important writings on Lu 
Xun since his emergence on the literary scene. In 1981, on the 100th anniversary of Lu Xun’s 
birth, the collection Liushinian lai Lu Xun yanjiu lunwen xuanji 六十年來魯迅研究論文選, 
edited by Li Zongying 李宗英 and Zhang Mengyang 張夢陽 was published.6 Though many 
of the articles included touched upon Wild Grass, the only piece fully devoted to it was Feng 
Xuefeng’s 1955 article for Wenyi bao 文藝報 entitled “Lun Yecao” 論《野草》. Remarkably, 
the next year (1982), a number of book-length studies on Wild Grass appeared, including Sun 
Yushi’s 孫玉石 Yecao yanjiu 《野草》研究,7 ushering an era of unprecedented attention to Lu 
Xun’s little collection.8 Zhang Mengyang, one of the editors of the 1981 collection, published 
an enormous, three-volume Zhongguo Lu Xun xue tongshi  中國魯迅學通史 (Comprehensive 
6　  Li Zongying and Zhang Mengyang, “Bianhou ji” 編後記 [“Editors’ Afterword”], in Liushinian lai Lu Xun 
yanjiu lunwen xuan, vol. 2, 618-9.
7　   Sun Yushi 孫玉石, Yecao yanjiu《野草》研究 [Studies on Wild Grass] (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe 北京
大學出版社, 1982).
8　  Other book-length works from the early 1980s include Shi Shangwen 石尚文 and Deng Zhongqiang 鄧忠
強, Yecao qianxi 《野草》淺析 [On Wild Grass] (Wuhan 武漢: Changjiang wenyi chubanshe 長江文藝
出版社, 1982); Li Guotao 李國濤, Yecao yishu tan 《野草》藝術談 [On the Art of Yecao] (Taiyuan 太原: 
Shanxi renmin chubanshe 山西人民出版社, 1982); Min Kangsheng 閔抗生, Diyu bianyan de xiaohua: Lu 
Xun sanwenshi chutan 地獄邊緣的小花：魯迅散文詩初探 [A Flower on the Edge of Hell: A First Look at 
Lu Xun’s Prose Poetry] (Xi’an 西安: Shaanxi renmin chubanshe 陝西人民出版社, 1981); Li Xifan 李希凡, 
Yige weida xunqiuzhe de xinsheng 一個偉大尋求著的心聲 [The Inner Voice of a Great Explorer] (Shanghai: 
Shanghai wenyi chubanshe 上海文藝出版社, 1982); Berta Krebsová, Lu Sün: sa vie et son oeuvre (Prague: 
Éditions de l’Académie Tchécoslovaque des Sciences), 1953.
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History of Lu Xun Studies in China, 2001-2002, hereafter, Tongshi),9 in which he devotes 
nearly 170 pages to the study of Wild Grass alone, providing a remarkable reconstruction of 
especially the early responses to Wild Grass.
Not surprisingly, a closer look at commentary on Wild Grass from the 1920s and 1930s 
reveals a more positive response than one would expect based on the standard PRC reading, 
for which Feng Xuefeng’s article set the tone, and a more positive reading than is indicated by 
Qian Xingcun’s famous 1928 attack, “The Bygone Age of Ah Q.” First, to give a sense of how 
the book was marketed by Beixin Publishers 北新書局 (which had taken over Yusi magazine 
after its move to Shanghai 上海), the advertisement that ran in the Beixin Weekly 北新週刊 
in 1927 seems to answer some of the questions I set out in the introduction: “Wild Grass can 
be said to be Lu Xun’s first collection of prose poetry 散文詩集, using beautiful language to 
write profound philosophy, a most extraordinary work in Lu Xun’s oeuvre.” (《野草》可以
說是魯迅的一部散文詩集，用優美的文字寫出深奧的哲理，在魯迅的許多作品中是一
部風格最特異的作品。)10 One does not expect anything negative from an advertisement, of 
course, but I think it is interesting that this one sentence identifies the genre and focuses on the 
linguistic and philosophical achievements of Wild Grass, which are all major focuses of post-
1980s readings of the work but are downplayed by both leftist attackers and apologists for Wild 
Grass. 
But even before the book was published, there was commentary on Lu Xun’s Wild 
Grass series in Yusi magazine. Notable among them was Zhang Yiping 章衣萍 (1900-1947), 
who along with Lu Xun was a core member of the group that launched Yusi. Zhang, regarding 
the first eleven Wild Grass pieces in his column Jingbao fukan 京報副刊 in 1925 writes of a 
conversation he had with Lu Xun about chickens fighting each other in the latter’s courtyard, 
in which Lu Xun said “I’ve seen enough of this kind of fighting, let them fight!” (這種爭鬥我
也看得夠了，由他去吧！)11 Zhang claims that this attitude — “let them do what they will!” 
(隨他去吧！) — demonstrates Lu Xun’s exasperation toward all kinds of pointless behavior. 
Zhang Yiping responds that: 
9　   Zhang Mengyang, Zhongguo Lu Xun xue tongshi  中國魯迅學通史 [Comprehensive History of Lu Xun Studies 
in China] (Guangzhou 廣州: Guangdong jiaoyu chubanshe 廣東教育出版社, 2001-2002).
10　 See Beixin zhoukan 北新週刊 [Beixin Weekly] 47-48 (16 September 1927): 46, cited in Zhang Mengyang, 
“‘Yecao’ cong zhong tan zhexue－Yecao xue shi” “野草”叢中探哲學——《野草》學史 [“Exploring 
Philosophy in a Clump of ‘Wild Grass’ － The History of Wild Grass Studies”], in Zhang Mengyang, Zhongguo 
Lu Xun xue tongshi, vol. 2, 12.
11　 Zhang Yiping 章衣萍, “Gumiao zatan (wu)” 古廟雜談（五）[“Old Temple Talks (5)”], Jingbao fukan 京報副
刊 [Peking Gazette Supplement] (31 March 1925), cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 5-6.
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I for one cannot do this; I can’t [stand by] watching while chickens bicker 
amongst themselves, because “I do not wish it!”
Actually ‘I do not wish to’ is also Lu Xun’s attitude of resistance against 
all kinds of pointless behavior. He says it clearly in his Wild Grass, but people all 
say “they don’t understand it.”
I don’t dare say I understand Lu Xun’s Wild Grass. But Mr. Lu Xun himself 
told me clearly, that his philosophy is all contained within Wild Grass. 
(我卻不能這樣，我不能瞧著雞們的爭鬥，因為“我不願意！”
其實“我不願意”也是魯迅先生對於一切無聊行為的反抗態度。
《野草》上明明的說著，然而人們都說“不懂得”。
我也不敢真說懂得，對於魯迅先生的《野草》。魯迅先生自己卻明
白的告訴過我，他的哲學都包括在他的《野草》裏面。)12
Here again we see emphasis on a philosophical stance, but placed within the context 
of the contemporary public sphere, seemingly limiting the thrust of Wild Grass to Lu Xun’s 
exasperation with his contemporaries. As with much commentary on Wild Grass, Zhang’s 
comments are peppered liberally with catch-phrases from Lu Xun’s work. He also sets the tone 
for decades of Wild Grass criticism by admitting, as many others will or will imply, that he 
does not understand it.
The most enthusiastic early response comes from Gao Changhong 高長虹 (1898-1954?), 
an ambitious young writer and critic whose persistent pursuit of Lu Xun’s patronage quite 
annoyed the older writer. Like many others, Gao started up his own literary magazine called 
Kuangbiao 狂飆 (Hurricane), and in it he published literary criticism that often also served as 
a highly revealing autobiography of the trials and tribulations of an ambitious young writer in 
the 1920s. Scattered over a number of such essays published in his own magazine Kuangbiao 
between September and December of 1926, Gao relates having been able to visit Lu Xun 
around the time the latter was writing Wild Grass, finding him to be enthusiastic, congenial, 
and inspiring. He reports having met the older author many times after that, during which his 
impression changed to one of a run of the mill but resolute warrior, and then finally to a “worldly 
old man.” In that memorable first meeting, Gao reports that Lu Xun compared himself to the 
protagonist of a European story he had translated, “hesitating between darkness and light.” (明
暗之間的彷徨者)13
Gao Changhong was thrilled with Wild Grass. He writes that when he first read the 
collection’s opening essay, “Autumn Night,” 秋夜 “It both astonished me and sparked my 
12　 Ibid.
13　 Gao Changhong 高長虹, “Xie gei Panghuang” 寫給彷徨 [“For Hesitation”], in Changhong 長虹, Zou dao 
chubanjie 走到出版界 [Into the Publishing World] (Shanghai 上海: Taidong tushuju 泰東圖書局, 1928), 34.
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imagination. It astonished me because Lu Xun had never written anything like this before. It 
sparked my imagination because it was a history of the heart.” (我既驚異而又幻想。驚異者，
以魯迅向來沒有過這樣文字也。幻想者，此入於心的歷史)14 In a later article, Gao praises 
“Tremors of Degradation” 頹敗線的顫動 for striking out in a bold new artistic direction (Gao 
does not explain exactly how so), and he chastises Lu Xun a bit for not pursuing that direction 
further.15 Apparently Lu Xun was not impressed with Gao’s assessment, however, as he wrote 
to Li Xiaofeng 李小峰 (1897-1971), his colleague at Yusi, “as for Wild Grass, I’m not so sure 
I will continue writing it. I probably won’t, or else people will pretend to be my kindred spirit, 
licking the skin while talking of the bone and say things like ‘[history] of the heart’ and so on.” 
(至於《野草》，此後做不做很難說，大約是不見得再做了，省得人來謬托知己，舐皮
論骨，什麽是“入於心”的。)16
Be that as it may, the first serious discussions of Wild Grass to be published were 
negative, starting with Qian Xingcun’s well-known “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” which is an 
important document in the debate on revolutionary literature, in March 1928.17 I had previously 
been accustomed to reading this essay as an attack on Lu Xun’s fiction for failing to write 
of contemporary society and a call for him to write in a more positive manner, but looked at 
through the lens of Wild Grass, one can see that the latter work is rhetorically very important 
to Qian Xingcun’s argument, representing the apparent destination of Lu Xun’s hopes and his 
writing: “the graveyard.” In fact, considering the timing of the piece, one might even view 
Qian Xingcun’s article as a response to the publication of Wild Grass:
 
The names of his two collections of creative works, Call to Arms and 
Hesitation, really explain Lu Xun himself.18 Looking at those two creative works 
along with Wild Grass, we feel that he has never found a way out: all the while 
he is crying out, hesitating, and like a patch of wild grass, is never able to grow 
14　 Gao Changhong, “1925 nian Beijing chubanjie xingshi zhizhangtu” 1925年北京出版界形勢指掌圖 
[“Publishing in Beijing in 1925”], in Changhong, Zou dao chubanjie, 89.
15　 Gao Changhong, “Wo zouchu le huashi de shijie” 我走出了化石的世界 [“I Came out of the Fossilized 
World”], in Changhong, Zou dao chubanjie, 195-8.
16　 Lu Xun, “Haishang tongxin” 海上通信 [“Letter from Shanghai”], Lu Xun quanji 魯迅全集 [Complete Works 
of Lu Xun], vol. 3 (Beijing 北京: Renmin wenxue chubanshe 人民文學出版社, 1982), 398. According to the 
editor’s footnote, this letter was published in Yusi 118 (25 February 1927). See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, 
vol. 2, 10.
17　 Qian Xingcun, “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” in Kirk Denton, ed., Modern Chinese Literary Thought: Writings 
on Literature, 1893-1945 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), 276-88.
18　 Chuangzuo 創作 (creative works) was equivalent in usage to “fiction” at the time; thus we see the two earlier 
titles distinguished as “creative works” from Wild Grass.
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into a tall tree! In fact, what we can find in Lu Xun’s creative works is only the 
past, only the past. At best, they touch upon the present, but there is no future. 
And how about what Lu Xun has seen? It has already been stated very clearly in 
Wild Grass: the so-called future is the grave!19
(魯迅兩部創作集的名稱——《呐喊》與《彷徨》——實在說明了他
自己。我們把他的這兩部創作和《野草》合看的結果，覺得他始終沒有找
到一條出路，始終的在吶喊，始終的在彷徨，始終的如一束叢生的野草不
能變成一棵喬木！實在的，我們從魯迅的創作裏所能找到的，只有過去，
充其量亦不過說到現在為止，是沒有將來的。他所看到的何如呢？在《野
草》裏也就很明白的說過，所謂將來就是墳墓！)20
Qian also gives a vivid description of the effect of Wild Grass on readers: 
[...] upon opening Wild Grass one feels assailed by a chill, gloomy feeling, 
as if going down an ancient path. If it’s not life’s depression, it’s a dark fate; 
if not ruthless slaughter, it’s society’s hostility; if not the death of hope, it’s the 
destruction of life; if not the massacre of the spirit, it’s the worship of dreams; if 
not the curse that all humanity should perish, it’s an explanation of humanity’s 
evil and bestial transformation.... All this leads the youth onto the road of death 
and destruction, and has dug countless graves for those who follow him.21 
([……]展開《野草》一書便覺冷氣逼人，陰森森如入古道，不是苦
悶的人生，就是灰暗的命運；不是殘忍的殺戮，就是社會的敵意；不是希
望的死亡，就是人生的毀滅；不是精神的殺戮，就是夢的崇拜；不是詛咒
人類應該同歸於盡，就是說明人類的惡鬼與野獸化……一切一切，都是引
著青年走向死滅的道路上，為跟著他走的青年們掘了無數的墳墓。)22
His argument is clear enough, but it is worth pointing out additionally that unlike the 
initial responses, there is an astonishing literalism to Qian Xingcun’s reading, a complete 
inattention to artistic technique and the reduction of what others see as philosophical insight to 
petty bourgeois ideology. And much of Qian’s diatribe, in the manner of a prosecuting attorney, 
lifts lines out of Lu Xun’s works to attack him: Wild Grass proves rich in useful ammunition.
Another ultra-leftist attack was published in March 1929 under the name Dezhao 得
釗 with the title “A Critical Look at Literary Circles over the Past Year” 一年來中國文藝
界述評 in Liening qingnian 列寧青年 (Leninist Youth). The author divides culture into the 
19　 Qian Xingcun, “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” in Modern Chinese Literary Thought, 280.
20　 Qian Xingcun, “Siqu le de Ah Q shidai,” in Taiyang yuekan, 8-9.
21　 Qian Xingcun, “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” in Modern Chinese Literary Thought, 283-4.
22　 Qian Xingcun, “Siqu le de Ah Q shidai,” in Taiyang yuekan, 15-6.
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categories of Revolutionary, Non-Revolutionary, and Anti-Revolutionary, placing Lu Xun into 
the “Non-Revolutionary” camp as a member of the Yusi Group, using “The Shadow’s Leave-
Taking” 影的告別 as evidence of Lu Xun’s nihilism. 23 Lu Xun himself supposedly counters 
(in a conversation with Feng Xuefeng quoted in Feng’s memoirs) that the imagination of a 
golden utopia in the future (rejected by the shadow) is baseless. It is too early to be promising 
a golden world to people.24
Wild Grass fared better among commentators in the 1930s, and this is where the 
reception takes an interesting turn; we begin to see attention to the specific linguistic and 
literary features in essays that begin to be devoted entirely to Wild Grass, and the discussion 
is intertwined with that of xiaopin wen 小品文 essays and the issue of canon formation of 
modern Chinese literature and for middle and high school classrooms. Perhaps for these 
reasons, many different critics weigh in on what makes the first sentence of “Autumn Night” 
work: “Behind the wall of my backyard you can see two trees: one is a date tree; the other is 
also a date tree.” (在我的後園，可以看見牆外有兩株樹，一株是棗樹，還有一株也是棗
樹。)25 For some, it shows how literature moves beyond the utilitarian function of language, 
staking out stylistic territory with the enigmatically unnecessary repetition; others would 
argue that the date tree’s “repetition” conveys the boredom of an intellectual who has nothing 
meaningful to do, or perhaps it was a symbolic representation of something. Still others think 
it is a pretentious, unsuccessful attempt at stylistic flair. This is one example of the kind of 
specific passage or phrase in Wild Grass that would often drive a wedge between readers who 
might agree on simpler matters, but who to this day cannot decide whether Lu Xun was mainly 
skeptical, or wrote out of a desire to keep hope alive.
As if in anticipation of this new direction, Qian Xingcun actually wrote a new 
assessment of Lu Xun in a series of chapters on modern Chinese literature “Lu Xun: Chapter 
Two of On Modern Chinese Literature,” published in Tuohuang zhe 拓荒者 in February 
1930.26 He says that, though in Wild Grass, Lu Xun expressed his “agony” (苦悶) and 
23　 Dezhao 得釗, “Yinian lai Zhongguo wenyijie shuping” 一年來中國文藝界述評 [“A Critical Look at Literary 
Circles over the Past Year”], Liening qingnian 列寧青年 [Leninist Youth] 1:11 (March 1929).
24　 Xuefeng 雪峰, “Lu Xun huiyilu” 魯迅回憶錄 [“In Memory of Lu Xun”], in 1913-1983 Lu Xun yanjiu xueshu 
lunzhu ziliao huibian 1913-1983 魯迅研究學術論著資料彙編 [A Collection of the Research Materials on Lu 
Xun, 1913-1983], vol. 4 (Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian chuban gongsi 中國文聯出版公司, 1987), 314.
25　 Lu Xun, Wild Grass: Chinese-English Bilingual Edition, trans. Yang Xianyi 楊憲益 and Gladys Yang 戴乃迭 
(Hong Kong 香港: Chinese University Press, 2003), 6.
26　 Qian Xingcun, “Lu Xun: ‘Xiandai Zhongguo wenxue lun’ di er zhang” 魯迅——“現代中國文學論”第二章 
[“Lu Xun: Chapter Two of ‘On Modern Chinese Literature’”], Tuohuang zhe 拓荒者 [Pathfinder] 1.2 (February 
1930): 1-13. 
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“sentimentalist mood” (傷感主義情緒), he never sunk into dissipation and “he always 
had tears in his eyes for all the people who are destroyed or oppressed by feudal forces, 
sentimentally and purposelessly fighting against the forces of the old, because he has a heart 
warm with love for humanity.” (然而魯迅始終不曾陷於頹廢消沉。他始終是含著同情於一
切被封建勢力所摧毀所壓迫的人們的眼淚，傷感的無目的意識的和舊勢力抗鬥，因為
他又一顆熱愛人類的心。)27 Qian still points out that Lu Xun doesn’t have much to offer the 
contemporary literary scene, but perhaps his comments were tempered by an awareness of the 
fact that in the future, Lu Xun would have to be taught in school.
Another positive review was Zhao Yanru’s 趙豔茹 June 1932 piece titled “Wild Grass 
as Total Satire” 諷刺性十足的《野草》, which appeared in China New Books Monthly 中
國新書月報.28 Using several examples, the author praises Lu Xun’s ironical use of language 
to satirize the psychology of modern people. The emphasis is on the “peculiar style” (作風特
殊) of Lu Xun’s language, which Zhao believes to give value to the work. This review is the 
first published article to draw attention to Lu Xun’s much-quoted description of the two date 
trees in his courtyard in “Autumn Night.” Using “Such a Fighter” 這樣的戰士 as an example, 
Zhao highlights the author’s satire of hypocrisy, comparing it to the “Two-Face Country” 兩面
國 episode of the Qing novel Flowers in the Mirror 鏡花緣 (1818). Zhao does not respond to 
the previous criticisms of the work’s mood of loneliness and despair, and his is one of the few 
commentaries that focuses mainly on the collection’s satirical, even entertaining effects.29
Li Subo’s 李素伯 (1907-1937) January 1932 Xiaopin wen yanjiu 小品文研究 attends 
closely to Wild Grass, particularly “Autumn Night,” “The Good Story,” 好的故事 “Snow,” 
雪 and “Amid Pale Bloodstains.” 淡淡的血痕中 Li’s introductory remarks hail Wild Grass 
as a “wondrous flower in the impoverished garden of Chinese letters” (貧弱的中國文藝園地
裏的一朵奇花。)30 and compare it to Baudelaire’s Flowers of Evil. Li also responds directly 
to Qian Xingcun’s attack in “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” asserting that Wild Grass is “like 
Flowers of Evil, not recommended for youthful or unsophisticated readers, while clear minded 
readers on the other hand can achieve a rare power from it.” (這正如波特來耳的詩集惡之
華一樣是不適合於少年與蒙昧者的誦讀，但是明智的讀者卻能從這裏得到真正希有的
力量。)31 Li also compares the prose poems of Wild Grass to Lu Xun’s zagan 雜感, without 
detracting from the artistic value of the latter, which for him possess “satirical wittiness” (諷刺
27　 Ibid., 8-9. See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 23.
28　 Zhao Yanru’s 趙豔茹, “Fengci xing shizu de Yecao” 諷刺性十足的《野草》 [“Wild Grass as Total Satire”], 
Zhongguo xinshu yuebao 中國新書月報 [China New Books Monthly] 2.6 (June 1932): 16-17.
29　 See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 16.
30　 Li Subo 李素伯, Xiaopin wen yanjiu 小品文研究 (Shanghai: Xin Zhongguo shuju 新中國書局, 1932), 112.
31　 Ibid., 113.
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的情趣), distinguishing the works of Wild Grass as “mysteriously symbolic poetic essays,” (神
秘的象徵的詩的散文)32 pointing out that there is no author who can achieve both. “We feel 
that it is beautiful, yet are at a loss to explain why.” (我們衹覺得牠的美，但說不出牠的所以
為美。)33 
Wen xin 文心 (1933), an educational novel by Xia Mianzun 夏丏尊 (1894-1988) and 
Ye Shengtao 葉聖陶 (born as Ye Shaojun 葉紹鈞, 1894-1988) includes an episode in which 
the middle school students who are protagonists of this curious novel about extracurricular 
learning question one of their fathers about the first sentence of “Autumn Night” because 
their Chinese composition teacher has assigned it. The text takes Lu Xun’s essay as a point 
of departure for a discussion of literary style (again focusing on the odd way of mentioning 
the two date trees). The father (who is an unemployed Chinese teacher himself) explains that 
in junior high school, language teachers will depart from the textbook and introduce famous 
writings from ancient and modern masters, thereby implicitly canonizing Lu Xun and placing 
“Autumn Night” alongside Yao Nai’s 姚鼐 (1763-1815) “Record of Climbing Taishan.” 登泰
山記 Whether or not this was a practice in 1933, the fact that the authors imagine it could be 
represented as such is already significant. The father goes on to explain that Lu Xun’s use of 
language in this essay demonstrates the interpenetration of scene and emotion, and that since 
children, ordinary adults, and poets all have different reactions to similar experiences, it is 
natural that Lu Xun’s reaction to the autumn scene is difficult for children to understand.34 
32　 Ibid., 89.
33　 Ibid., 112. See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 18-20. On 15 September 1935, Zeng Pu 曾樸 (1871-1935), 
author of Niehai Hua 孽海花 (Flowers in the Bitter Sea), publishes his “Bingfu riji” 病夫日記 (“Sick Man’s 
Diary”) in the first issue of Lin Yutang’s 林語堂 (1895-1976) magazine Yuzhou feng 宇宙風 (Cosmic Wind), 
indicating that in 1928 he praised Wild Grass as “symbolic imagism,” (象徵的影像主義) particularly singling 
out “The Blighted Leaf” 臘葉 and “The Passer-by” 過客 as “superbly sad and moving to recite” (尤凄婉可
誦), see Dongya Bingfu 東亞病夫, “Bingfu riji” 病夫日記 [“Sick Man’s Diary”], Yuzhou feng 宇宙風 [Cosmic 
Wind] 1 (1935): 20. See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 26.
34　 Xia Mianzun 夏丏尊 and Ye Shaojun 葉紹鈞, Wen xin 文心 [Heart of Writing] (Beijing: Kaiming shudian 開
明書店, 1933), 1-9. See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 21-2. Xia and Ye return to explicating “Autumn 
Night” in Wenzhang jianghua 文章講話 [Lectures on Essays] (Beijing: Kaiming shudian, 1938), 22-3, where 
they compare the opening lines to the opening of a curtain at the beginning of a play, setting the tone for the 
sentences that follow, and assert that the unusual, stubborn and peculiar tone this sentence sets is maintained 
for the entire essay. See my “Wenzhang zuofa: Essay Writing as Education in 1930s China,” in Kang-i Sun 
Chang 孫康宜, Meng Hua 孟華, eds., Bijiao shiye zhong de chuantong yu xiandai 比較視野中的傳統與現代 
[Tradition and Modernity in China: Comparative Perspectives] (Beijing: Peking University Press 北京大學
出版社, 2007), and “Wen xin: zai ershiniandai jiaoshi zuojia zhong zuowei jiaoyu duixiang de ertong” [“The 
Heart of Writing: The Child as the Subject of Education among 1920s Teacher-Writers”], in Xu Lanjun 徐蘭
君 and Andrew Jones, eds., Ertong de faxian: xiandai Zhongguo wenxue ji wenhua zhong de ertong wenti 兒童
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Qian Xingcun again weighs in from the point of view of the by then mainstream 
discussion of xiaopin wen. In his Xiandai shiliu jia xiaopin 現代十六家小品 (1935), 
a collection of 16 modern xiaopin wen essayists, he includes Lu Xun as one, but in his 
introductory remarks, he explains why he does not include pieces from Wild Grass as 
xiaopin.35 He actually acknowledges that they are xiaopin (I would agree with this), but he 
makes a special point of Lu Xun’s attitude about xiaopin as expressed in his “Xiaopin wen de 
weiji” 小品文的危機 which opposes the “playing with curios” (小擺設) approach and asserts 
his famous dictum that essays should be “daggers and spears,” (是匕首，是投槍) 36 so Qian 
only includes zagan because to him they are the most representative of Lu Xun’s vision of 
xiaopin. One could argue that the Wild Grass essays are “daggers and spears,” especially in 
the light of Lu Xun’s preface and the leftist apologies for Wild Grass, so Qian is sticking to his 
guns as earlier stated in “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” but in this preface, and by including Lu 
Xun in this collection at all, Qian is demonstrating a much greater respect for Lu Xun’s writing 
in general than he expressed in the earlier article, calling Wild Grass “a classic and profound 
letter in blood on life.” (一部最典型的最深刻的人生的血書。)37
In January of 1936, a young, ambitious critic named Li Changzhi 李長之 (1910-1978) 
published a book entitled Lu Xun pipan 魯迅批判. While affirmative in a general way about 
Wild Grass, Li goes to some length to refute the idea that it is “poetic,” and thus should not be 
referred to as “prose poetry”
Among Lu Xun’s works, Wild Grass is formally rather strange, 
comparatively far-reaching in meaning, and one that is difficult for a good 
number of ordinary people to understand. As for me, the form of this book is 
quite impure; while some of it is written quite obliquely, some of it is also quite 
obvious. “The Kite” is an example of the obvious. While Wild Grass is generally 
profound, some of it is quite superficial, such as “The Good Story” and “The 
Good Hell that Was Lost.” Some of it is downright annoying, like “My Failure in 
Love.” As for the likes of “There are two trees beyond the wall. One of them is a 
date tree; the other one, is also a date tree,” as far as I’m concerned is facetious 
的發現：現代中國文學及文化中的兒童問題 [Discovering Children: Issues of Children in Modern Chinese 
Literature and Culture] (Beijing: Peking University Press, 2011), 153-82.
35　 Ah Ying 阿英, “Lu Xun xiaopin xu” 魯迅小品序 [“Introductory Remark on Lu Xun’s Xiaopin”], in Ah Ying, 
ed., Xiandai shiliu jia xiaopin 現代十六家小品 [Sixteen Modern Xiaopin Masters] (Shanghai: Guangming 
shuju 光明書局, 1935), 411-5.
36　 Lu Xun, “Xiaopin wen de weiji” 小品文的危機 [“The Crisis of Xiaopin wen”], in Ah Ying, ed., Xiandai shiliu 
jia xiaopin, 417-8.
37　 Ah Ying 阿英, “Lu Xun xiaopin xu,” 413.
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nonsense.
The reason I am so picky is that I really love this little book, and I really 
wanted it to be more perfect. In its twenty-three short pieces, there are seven 
that are outstanding: “The Shadow’s Leave-taking,” “Revenge II,” “Hope,” 
“Expressing One’s Views,” “After Death,” “Such a Fighter,” and “Amid Pale 
Bloodstains.” Among those it is “Revenge II,” “After Death,” and “Amid Pale 
Bloodstains” that are the greatest artistic achievements.
(在魯迅的作品裏，形式略為奇怪，含義較為深邃，使一般人多少認
為難懂的，是《野草》。在我覺得，本書的形式是很不純粹的，有的固然
寫得很隱約了，有的卻也很明顯，〈風箏〉一篇，就是十分明顯的例；大
體上是深刻的，但也有的便頗膚淺，〈好的故事〉和〈失掉的好地獄〉，
就是十分膚淺的例；甚而有的無聊，〈我的失戀〉可算一個例了。至於那
種：“牆外有兩株樹，一株是棗樹，還有一株也是棗樹”，我認為簡直墮
入惡趣。
我所以這樣挑剔，實在因為愛好這本小書，實在因為拿出希望它是
更完整些的心思而然的。在這包括二十三篇短文的小書中，有七篇東西特
別出色，這是：〈影的告別〉，〈復仇其二〉，〈希望〉，〈立論〉，
〈死後〉，〈這樣的戰士〉，和〈淡淡的血痕中〉，就中〈復仇其二〉，
〈死後〉，和〈淡淡的血痕中〉，我認為尤其站在藝術上最高的地位。)38
One can see that the jury was still out on the effectiveness of the “also a date tree,” but 
the seriousness with which Li is taking the critical assessment of Wild Grass is clear. Though 
he would later be taken to task for his rash comment on the date trees, Li Changzhi went on to 
become an important Lu Xun scholar and a contributor (on another topic) to the 1981 Selected 
Studies of Lu Xun over the Past Sixty Years.39
One can interpret attitudes towards xiaopin wen as a context for assessing Wild Grass in 
different ways. If the evolution of the modern xiaopin wen was an important strand of modern 
Chinese literary history, certainly Wild Grass could be seen an exemplary case. But if, as many 
writing from the point of view of the League of Leftwing Writers would assert, xiaopin wen 
was just a literary fad being promoted by frivolous writers who had lost touch with the mission 
of modern Chinese literature, and that was leading young writers astray, it made more sense to 
view Wild Grass from the point of view of Lu Xun’s evolving corpus and legacy, attributing to 
38　 Li Changzhi 李長之, Lu Xun pipan 魯迅批判 [Critique of Lu Xun] (Beijing: Beixin shuju, 1936), 135-6. See 
also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 23-4. Li was a writer and literary critic eventually of some repute, and 
his Critique of Lu Xun eventually got him into trouble. He would have been 25 or 26 when he wrote it, and, it is 
worth noting, 17 when Wild Grass was first published.
39　 Li Changzhi, “Wenxueshijia de Lu Xun” 文學史家的魯迅 [“Lu Xun in the Eyes of Literary Historiographer”], 
in Li and Zhang, eds., Liushinian lai Lu Xun yanjiu lunwen xuan, vol. 2, 147-91, originally published in Renmin 
wenxue 人民文學 [People’s Literature] 11 (November 1956): 1-20.
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it all kinds of exceptional qualities that redound to the genius of Lu Xun. I tend to lean in the 
direction of the context of the importance of xiaopin wen in general, seeing that the leftist Qian 
Xingcun went to the trouble of editing a collection of sixteen modern xiaopin wen authors, and 
that the most notable response of the Leftwing League to the predominance of xiaopin wen and 
the magazines that carry them, was to try to create their own kind of socially conscious xiaopin 
wen and launch a magazine, Taibai 太白, in which to publish them.40
Despite the turmoil of the War Against Japan 抗日戰爭 up to 1945 and the ensuing civil 
war between the Nationalists and the Communists, in the 1940s the artistic achievements of 
Wild Grass are fleshed out even more fully in long articles devoted to the collection. We can 
observe the emergence of certain critical methodologies, as well as the earnest return of leftist 
critics trying to find ways to “redeem” the supposed nihilism, loneliness, and despair of Wild 
Grass in the years following Lu Xun’s death in 1936. Perhaps the best introduction to this 
new phase is the elaborate program orchestrated in Chongqing 重慶 commemorating the third 
anniversary of Lu Xun’s death. Among other things, “The Passer-by,” which after all presents 
itself to Wild Grass readers as a one-act play, was performed in full costume in Chongqing in 
1939 by artists belonging to Chongqing Drama Associations.41 Hu Feng 胡風 (1902-1985), the 
protégé of Lu Xun who could best be said to have developed a leftist literary theory based on 
Lu Xun’s writing, published a “Brief Explanation of ‘The Passer-by’” at the time, historicizing 
the work as a self-portrait, a cry of loneliness in the inhospitable environment of Beijing in 
1925, when it was written. He also explains that the apparently opposed visions of a fighter and 
an elegist expressed therein must be seen as mutually dependent and complementary.42 This set 
the tone for the Communist Party orthodoxy’s resolution of the contradiction between artistic 
achievement and radical vision.
The sense that Lu Xun was becoming a legacy was setting in. In 1940, the leftist poet 
and essayist Nie Gannu 聶紺弩 (1903-1986) acknowledges the collection’s nihilism, despair, 
and loneliness, but asserts that each of these in Wild Grass surpass the ordinary or real, 
conferring on them a kind of sublime or metaphysical status. To him, Wild Grass is the key to 
understanding the fundamental concept of “awakening” (覺醒) in Lu Xun.43 Shao Quanlin 邵
40　 I discuss Taibai in more detail in The Literature of Leisure and Chinese Modernity (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 2008), 135-8.
41　 Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 25.
42　 Hu Feng 胡風, “‘Guoke’ xiaoxi”“過客”小釋 [“Brief Explanation of ‘The Passer-by’”], in Hu Feng, Minzu 
zhanzheng yu wenyi xingge 民族戰爭與文藝性格 [National War and Literary Distinction] (Chongqing 重慶: 
Xiwang she 希望社, 1943), 173-6. See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 25.
43　 Nie Gannu 聶紺弩, “Luetan Lu Xun xiansheng de Yecao” 略談魯迅先生的《野草》[“On Lu Xun’s Wild 
Grass”], Yecao yuekan 野草月刊 [Wild Grass Monthly] 3 (October 1940), cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, 
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荃麟 (1906-1971) seems to contribute to this line of reasoning in 1945, when he states that 
Lu Xun is neither simply a nihilist nor an optimist, but rather he demonstrates the necessary 
and extreme depths of despair a great thinker and artist must descend to before “he can have a 
forward-moving breakthrough” (思想向前躍進) and “produce dazzling flowers of thought.” 
(才能開放更燦爛的思想之花)44 We can see that getting rid of Wild Grass was no longer an 
option, and so leftist critics had to find complex ways to explain its nihilism, loneliness, and 
despair without losing Lu Xun’s revolutionary edge.
Nor had enthusiasm waned for impressionistic criticism and appreciation of Lu Xun’s 
collection, especially now that it was representing literary style in the classroom. Du Zijin 杜
子勁 uses vivid imagery to illustrate the effects of the prose poetry on the reader in a way that 
even encompasses social effects: “it is wind, it is rain,...” (像是風，像是雨) the nourishing 
wind and rain of springtime, actually bringing the reader solace. It is “yeast” (酵頭) that 
makes the “cold-hearted” (冰冷的心的) lump of dough expand from the inside, like a drill 
into a lifeless chunk of wood, like alum into cloudy water, clearing it up. Du Zijin also has 
an interesting paragraph in which he uses several phrases from Wild Grass to summarize his 
subjective response to it: 
This is the first work of prose poetry in modern language since May 
Fourth.45 It is poetry that uses modern ideas to write of sorrow and hope. We 
can clearly hear his lonely roar (to use the term Chesterton said of Gorky). After 
reading it, we do not wish to hesitate in the middle of nowhere; we know how 
hard it is to express a view, and know the incurable nature of slavishness. With 
“hope” in our hearts, we admire that rebellious warrior, that spear-throwing 
warrior, that man who speeds through glacial valleys to excavate fire, our hearts 
burn endlessly, because “he used his warmth to awaken us”. 
(這是五四之後，用現代語言寫成的第一部散文詩。這詩用現代的
思想寫出現實的悲哀與希望，我們分明聽得他的孤寂的怒喊（借用英國乞
vol. 2, 26.
44　 Shao Quanlin 邵荃麟, “Lu Xun de Yecao” 魯迅的《野草》[“Lu Xun’s Wild Grass”], Guowen zazhi 國文雜誌 
[Language and Literature] 3.4 (September 1945): 25-32.  See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 30-1.
45　 When it is said, as does Du Zijin 杜子勁, that this is the first collection of prose poetry since the May Fourth 
movement, or the only significant one, it causes me to wonder whether a good number of xiaopin wen do 
not have sufficient lyrical or poetic elements to be considered prose poetry. I’m not suggesting that there are 
xiaopin that resemble Wild Grass, but certainly when the Beijing school essayists like He Qifang 何其芳 and 
Li Guangtian 李廣田 try their hand at xiaopin wen, there is a similar tendency toward dreamlike symbolist 
narratives with a strong flavor of parable about them, which should be brought into discussion when the critical 
emphasis is on the category of prose poetry. See my chapter on the Beijing School essayists in The Literature of 
Leisure and Chinese Modernity, 139-67.
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斯脫頓 Chesterton 對高爾基的話）。我們讀過之後，我們不願意彷徨於無
地，我們知道立論之難與奴才之不可救藥，我們懷著“希望”，追慕那叛
逆的勇士，那擲投槍的戰士；那奔馳在冰山間的掘火的人，我們的心不住
在燃燒著，因為「他用了他的溫熱，將我們驚醒了」（借用〈死火〉中的
話）。)46
Finally, beginning with Xue Wei’s 雪葦 (1912-1998) “Lun Yecao: weile jinian Lu Xun 
xiansheng shishi shi zhounian” published on 19 October 1948 in the Shanghai Dagong bao 
大公報, critics of Wild Grass begin to self-consciously apply analytical methods. Xue Wei’s 
article introduces two, 1) dividing the prose poems into categorical groups, and 2) using 
“internal” and “external” proof (what we now usually refer to as “intertextuality”) to shed 
new light on Wild Grass. Each of these techniques is taken up by one or more later critics, 
and one sees the possibility of a critical tradition in embryonic form. Xue Wei’s categorization 
divides Wild Grass into two categories, each of which is scattered throughout the collection, 
the one representing “self-analysis from the shadowy areas of the heart” (從心境底「陰
影」的一側面來解剖自己) and the second representing the “call for struggle and a direct 
attack on darkness.” (號召戰鬥及直接對於黑暗底攻擊)47  Later critics will divide into more 
numerous categories, but the category divisions never depart from positive vs. negative, and 
their membership is always scattered throughout the collection. A related phenomenon is 
the suggestion that certain pieces in Wild Grass deserve a special place for encompassing a 
more comprehensive vision of the collection as a whole, thus Du Zijin mentioned above felt 
“Awakening,” the last piece in the collection, would serve very well as an introduction. Shao 
Quanlin responds without questioning Du’s suggestion; he instead supplements it with his 
feeling that “Such a Fighter” would make an excellent “afterword.” I find it remarkable how, 
in their efforts to comprehend and explain Wild Grass, these commentators pull it apart, turn 
it inside out, and rearrange it, ignoring the fact that Lu Xun already provided a dedication and 
the likelihood that Lu Xun’s original sequence might have been deliberate.
On the subject of intertextuality, Xue Wei makes some modest observations, simply 
in a bid to save Lu Xun from the accusation of nihilism, but I think they have far-reaching 
implications. In the category of “internal evidence,” (內證) he points out that while Lu Xun 
was writing Wild Grass, he was simultaneously writing rousing agitational essays, for example 
composing “Huran xiangdao” 忽然想到 and “Bubai” 補白 on the day he wrote “Epitaph.” 墓
46　 Du Zijin, “Lu Xun xiansheng de Yecao” 魯迅先生的《野草》[On Lu Xun’s Yecao], Xuexi shenghuo 學習生
活 [Life of Learning] 1 (1943): 20. See also Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 29-30. Emphasis added.
47　 Xue Wei 雪葦, “Lun Yecao – Weile jinian Lu Xun xiansheng shishi shizhounian” 論《野草》——爲了紀念魯
迅先生逝世十周年 [“On Wild Grass – For the Tenth Anniversary of Lu Xun’s Death”], Dagong bao 大公報 
[L’impartial] (19 October 1948), cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 33.
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碣文 This not only demonstrates that the supposed desperate mood Lu Xun was in writing 
Wild Grass was in fact not overwhelming him, but it also places the Wild Grass writing into 
a much more specific temporal context than the overgeneralizing leftists’ historicization. 
Xue’s “external evidence” (外政) involves shaky comparisons with other Chinese and foreign 
writers who Xue felt were similar or in similar situations, like the Decembrists and Aleksandr 
Herzen (1812-1870), in order to bolster Lu Xun’s reputation by analogy. Xue’s methodology 
notwithstanding, the potential for this kind of study is enormous, not just as a corrective of past 
misjudgment, but also as a way to expand interpretive context well beyond speculation about 
Lu Xun’s mental state and intentions in writing Wild Grass, while also avoiding the pitfall of 
historical reductionism evident in apologists who simplistically attribute Wild Grass’ imagery 
and themes to the inhospitable ideological environment in Beijing in the mid- to late 1920s. 
It would not be until Sun Yushi’s 1982 Yecao yanjiu《野草》研究 that we see this kind of 
contextual study accomplished in a relatively comprehensive manner. Whether or not Xue Wei 
realized the potential importance of his line of inquiry, the move is nevertheless an insightful 
shifting of Wild Grass’ interpretive context. Xue Wei’s specific conclusion is that the emptiness 
and loneliness is one side of a coin, and not the entirety of Wild Grass. He says many previous 
critics were “missing the forest for the trees.” (見樹不見林) On the other hand, this draws 
readers’ attention away from the imagery, language, and symbolism of Wild Grass, which most 
commentators unfortunately take for granted.
In sum, the lines of Wild Grass criticism were converging on an approach that gave 
due credit to Lu Xun’s artistic achievement while still subsuming the collection’s significance 
entirely under the historical circumstances of its composition. If Feng Xuefeng’s 1955 article 
can be taken as its official articulation, the government policy on Wild Grass retained some 
criticism of Lu Xun for his vulnerability to petty bourgeois individualistic tendencies. 
Moving beyond Feng Xuefeng’s epoch-making containment of Wild Grass within the 
redemptive teleology of socialism, subsequent works in the 1950s and early 60s still found 
much to debate in determining which of the prose poems represented Lu Xun’s healthy spirit 
of struggle and which were marred by individualism and nihilism. In the relatively liberal 
intellectual atmosphere of the early 1960s, Wang Yao 王瑤, an early leader of modern Chinese 
literary studies, wrote an article that attempted to shift attention away from ideological analysis 
to an assessment of the aesthetic features of Wild Grass, while nevertheless concluding that 
Lu Xun was optimistic about the prospects of a just new Chinese society arising from the 
revolution.48 In addition to pushing the exegetical tradition more in the direction of close 
reading, Wang Yao’s study can be credited with the insightful proposal that Lu Xun may have 
48　 Wang Yao 王瑤, “Lun Lu Xun de Yecao” 論魯迅的《野草》“On Lu Xun’s Wild Grass” Beijing daxue xuekan 
5 (Sept. 1961): 1-12.
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been drawing upon Tao Yuanming’s 陶淵明 (365-427) trio of poems “Substance, Shadow, and 
Spirit” 形影神, particularly the second poem “Shadow Replies to Substance” 形答影 when he 
wrote “The Shadow’s Leave-taking,”49 as well as suggesting that Lu Xun’s prose poems should 
be read as “dream writing” (寫夢).
Returning to the publication on the 100th anniversary of Lu Xun’s birth in 1981 of 
Selected Studies of Lu Xun Over the Past Sixty Years, which included Feng Xuefeng’s article 
from 1955, the conditions in the early years of the period of Reform and Opening now seemed 
to be ripe for major new developments in the study of Wild Grass. Not long after the 1981 
collection opened the door, a number of book-length studies were published. Being much 
longer than earlier articles, they had more space for detailed interpretations of each of the 
prose poems, and even within each poem, to interpret several of the symbols or key phrases. 
However, apart from this more detailed deciphering, the overall interpretive framework had 
still not moved beyond the old dichotomy of affirming or negating hope and struggle, and the 
tendency to explain away Wild Grass’ darkness as a reflection of the times or Lu Xun’s own 
spiritual weakness and lingering individualism. Surprisingly, even in the early 1980s, and when 
one of the leaders of Chinese literary studies Wang Yao had years before raised the notion of 
“dream writing,” it still did not occur to anyone to look at Wild Grass from a psychological 
perspective.
Sun Yushi’s Yecao yanjiu is the most important of these book-length studies. Sun uses 
a documentary or archival research method that has become standard in the field in China, 
immersing himself in the periodical press of the time to reconstruct the historical context of 
the Wild Grass’ emergence and significance. This includes tracing literary influences like that 
of Baudelaire through their appearance in magazines like Short Story Monthly 小說月報 , 
Literature Weekly 文學週報, and Threads of Conversation 語絲. It arguably the first solidly 
revisionist study in that it critically reexamines the shortcomings of early doctrinaire attacks on 
the work like De Zhao’s piece in Leninist Youth as a means to explore the often misunderstood 
meanings and ways of meaning peculiar to Wild Grass. It also importantly reestablishes the 
work’s bold confrontations with darkness as examples of radical critique rather than vestiges 
of Lu Xun’s individualistic pessimism or despair to be explained away as his being influenced 
by his times or led astray by individualism, as Feng Xuefeng’s piece had done, or others like 
Wang Yao had tried to gloss over by speciously claiming that Lu Xun was actually full of 
revolutionary optimism. Sun continues the tradition of taxonomy, but departs from its past 
reliance on the idea that some of the pieces were more ideologically healthy or revolutionary 
than others, and instead focuses on the different postures taken by the author: tenacious 
49　 Tao Yuanming, “Substance, Shadow, and Spirit,” in Burton Watson, ed., The Columbia Book of Chinese Poetry 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1984), 126-8.
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fighting, self-dissection, and social criticism. His reading of the “two date trees” opening in 
“Autumn Night” refreshingly points to the symbolic significance of date trees as stubborn and 
unyielding, and Lu Xun’s emphasis on there being two rather than a lonely, individual one, as 
opposed to the common but pedantic reading that it models the author’s steadfast objectivity, 
only reporting what his eyes register as they capture first one tree, and then the other. Sun’s 
2001 book The Real vs. the Philosophical: Lu Xun’s Wild Grass Reinterpreted  現實的與哲
學的：魯迅《野草》重釋 (1996)50 is a more in-depth revisionist reading of each piece, in 
part as a reaction against more recent books on Wild Grass that are in his view unnecessarily 
abstruse and self-indulgent. Interestingly, while Wang Yao’s study begins with the idea that 
Wild Grass is “hard to understand,” Sun Yushi’s is saying “it’s not that hard to understand.”
The introduction of foreign studies on the work began to influence the field in China 
even before the 1980s. The earliest foreign voice came from the Czech scholar Berta Krebsová, 
who had published a critical biography of Lu Xun in French in 1953, and was invited to 
attend a 1956 conference in Beijing commemorating the 20th anniversary of Lu Xun’s death.51 
Her reading of Wild Grass asserted the central contradiction as one between an outer, social 
reality and an inner, spiritual one. Judging from subsequent publications in China even in the 
early 1980s, this idea did not have much influence on the Chinese academy. In the meantime, 
however several Japanese studies were being published in Chinese, including book-length 
works on Wild Grass. Takeuchi Hiroshi’s 竹內好 Lu Xun (published in Chinese translation 
in 1986),52 for example, influenced such distinguished recent Lu Xun scholars as Wang Hui 
汪暉.53 And similarly to Sun Yushi, Katayama Tomoyuki  片山智行 published a “complete 
interpretation” of all 24 prose poems in Wild Grass, published in Chinese translation by Jilin 
University press in 1993.54 These also emphasized the author’s psychological world from a less 
50　 Sun Yushi, Xianshi de yu zhexue de: Lu Xun Yecao chongshi 現實的與哲學的：魯迅《野草》重釋 [The Real 
vs. the Philosophical: Lu Xun’s Wild Grass Reinterpreted], serialized in Lu Xun yanjiu yuekan 魯迅研究月刊 
[Lu Xun Studies Monthly] 1-12 (1996).
51　 Berta Krebsová, Lu Sün: sa vie et son oeuvre (Prague: Éditions de l’Académie Tchécoslovaque des Sciences, 
1953). Irene Eber makes interesting comments in passing about Krebsová in her “Reception of Lu Xun in 
Europe and America: The Politics of Popularization and Scholarship,” in Leo Ou-fan Lee, ed., Lu Xun and His 
Legacy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985).
52　 Takeuchi Hiroshi’s 竹內好, Lu Xun 魯迅, trans., Li Xinfeng 李心峰 (Hangzhou 杭州: Zhejiang wenyi 
chubanshe 浙江文藝出版社, 1986).
53　 Wang Hui 汪暉, Fankang juewang: Lu Xun jiqi wenxue shijie 反抗絕望：魯迅及其文學世界 [Resisting 
Despair: Lu Xun and His Literary World] (Shijiazhuang 石家莊: Hebei jiaoyu chubanshe 河北教育出版社, 
2000), 257, 305.
54　 Katayama Tomoyuki 片山智行, Lu Xun Yecao quanshi 魯迅《野草》全釋 [Complete Interpretation of Lu 
Xun’s Wild Grass], trans., Li Dongmu 李冬木 (Changchun 長春: Jilin daxue chubanshe 吉林大學出版社, 
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historical perspective, and paved the way for the introduction of prominent western works such 
as Leo Ou-fan Lee’s chapter on Wild Grass from Lu Xun and His Legacy.55
One aspect of the interpretive context that the Chinese responses I have reviewed seem 
to neglect, but which I think can shed more light on Lu Xun’s project in Wild Grass is the 
publication venue, Yusi.56 First it must be noted that all 24 prose poems of Wild Grass were 
first published in Yusi, with a clear indication that it was a series, before it was published as a 
book. Although recent scholarship on Yusi is reluctant to assert that it advocated or embodied 
a specific kind of writing, at least implicitly, I think closer examination of its contents suggests 
otherwise. It is not my project here to demonstrate this, but my chapter on Yusi xiaopin wen 
writing, in which I characterize it generally as “wandering,” is a beginning.57 That is, in 
practice, in a publishing environment in which growing numbers of writers were generally 
eager to engage directly with sociopolitical reality and yet were being increasingly prevented 
from doing so, the group who launched Yusi represented at least two generations of progressive 
and even radical intellectuals who decided to write short essays about a wide variety of subjects 
in a wide variety of forms that generally were not on the face of it politically sensitive, but 
through sophisticated use of humor, symbolism, allegory, suggestion, etc., consistently asserted 
their self-positioning as progressive-leaning cultural critics, including Lu Xun. This is not to 
say that they had a unified agenda or vision for society or literature (I think this is the sticking 
point among scholars), and yet it can be said that there is a certain kind of essay one expected 
to see in Yusi. Whether it was a look at some linguistic issue, or a study of folk songs, or a 
prose poem about two naked fighters armed with knives in eternal “atrophied confrontation,” 
it was usually in one way or another penetrating or eye-opening. It is for this reason, I would 
argue, that a discussion emerged about a Yusi ti 語絲體, or a particular form of writing that 
characterized Yusi, no matter how much the Yusi colleagues who participated in this discussion 
tried to downplay their unity. Literary phenomena can arise and take on characteristics, even if 
those responsible fail to recognize it or take responsibility.
From the point of view of Lu Xun’s literary career, it may be noted that Wild Grass 
was one stage among many in which he was trying to find an appropriate vehicle for self-
1993).
55　 Leo Lee Ou-fan, “Tradition and Modernity in the Writings of Lu Xun,” in Leo Lee Ou-fan, ed., Lu Xun and His 
Legacy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 3-31.
56　 I highly recommend Mark Miller’s thoroughgoing chapter “The Yusi Society,” in Kirk Denton and Michel 
Hockx, eds., Literary Societies of Republican China (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2008), 171-206. Miller 
makes a good argument for not translating the name, as its meaning seems to have been uncertain even to the 
Society members.
57　 See my The Literature of Leisure and Chinese Modernity, 46-76.
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expression. This is not to say that this series of choices necessarily went in a constructive 
direction, but one could see from Lu Xun’s preface to Outcry that he was already ambivalent in 
1921 about the possibilities of fiction. And rather than surmise that at some point Lu Xun said 
to himself, “Okay, why don’t I try prose poetry,” I think the reality was that Lu Xun had been 
working for some years on some kind of concise and finely wrought yet trenchantly critical 
essay form, and Yusi’s unique writing venue provided him with an opportunity to experiment 
with it. Note that Yusi purportedly emerged out of Sun Fuyuan’s resignation from the Beijing 
Morning Gazette, for which he had edited the literary section for some time and with great 
success. The reason for his resignation, though there are different versions of the story, is that 
the new publisher pulled a contribution by Lu Xun — none other than his doggerel poem 
“My Lost Love” 我的失戀 — without consulting him. Why it was pulled is debated, although 
apparently it was due to the newspaper’s ownership wanting to fall in line with the new 
warlord government and not publish things by Lu Xun. The outrage Sun felt for himself and 
his friend Lu Xun can easily be imagined. In the wake of this, the story goes, a small group of 
like-minded men and women, who were mostly frequent contributors to the Morning Gazette 
Supplement under Sun’s editorship, decided to launch a journal in which they could freely 
publish what they wished. The fact that they called it Yusi, and no one has been able to clearly 
explain why or what the title is supposed to mean, already set the tone for the journal before it 
appeared. Being one of the originators and principal contributors to this collegial journal, it can 
be imagined that Lu Xun had given some thought to the significance of this kind of publication 
in an inhospitable publishing environment, and what the possibilities were for it as a vehicle 
for his creative expression. Moreover, Yusi came out with two issues before it published Lu 
Xun’s first foray into Wild Grass, “Autumn Night,” meaning that he could have been observing 
the contributions and the shape the journal was taking before he put himself into it. 
Like the contents of Yusi itself, Wild Grass is not what I would call a clear and 
consistent collection of prose poems, but a hodgepodge of different forms and experiments that 
nevertheless come together to create a mood and a consistent vision--what is often referred 
to by early commentators as Lu Xun’s “self-portrait.” Moreover, the Wild Grass project, like 
Yusi itself, can be viewed as documenting what I would call a parting of ways between authors 
who had high hopes for the future of fiction in late 1920s and early 1930s China, and those 
who turned more toward the writing of essays (which of course is a broader phenomenon 
than the Yusi group per se). That is to say, I think it is possible to view Wild Grass more as 
experimentation and at times considerable achievement in Lu Xun’s literary explorations in the 
form of often poetical prose, after he seems to have lost confidence in the genre of fiction as a 
catalyzing genre in modern Chinese literature.
Another concluding thought I would suggest is that much of the controversy in the 
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reception of Wild Grass is due to the kind of misplaced expectations in the Chinese literary 
field for something called “realism” that Marston Anderson so brilliantly illustrated in The 
Limits of Realism so many years ago. I was made aware of this theme by Liu Dajie’s comment 
in an article he wrote entitled “Outcry and Hesitation and Wild Grass” in May of 1928: 
From ‘Diary of a Madman’ on up to the various works in Hesitation, the 
style never changed. But with Wild Grass he departed for the first time from 
realism, and conspicuously displayed a mysterious symbolic tone. In Outcry 
and Hesitation, the author powerfully mastered a realistic style, his observation 
of reality can be said to be sharper than anyone. All the various tragedies that 
occur in this society, the author described through his realistic personality and 
achieved success. He revealed the ugliness of society and the hypocrisy of men 
honestly and without comment. But when you get to Wild Grass, the author 
changed completely.
(從〈狂人日記〉以後，至《彷徨》諸篇，作風一直沒有變過。等到
《野草》，才離開寫實主義，很明顯的現出神秘的象徵的情調來。在《呐
喊》與《彷徨》裏面，作者很強的把握著現實的色彩，他的觀察現實的
眼，比任何人都要銳利。在這個社會裏發生的種種悲劇，作者通過了現實
的個性，描寫出來而得到成功。他對於社會的醜惡與人類的偽善，不加指
摘的實在的暴露出來，到了《野草》，作者一切都變了。)58
For the moment I’ll put aside my astonishment that Liu Dajie was unable to see the 
revelation of the ugliness in society and the hypocrisy of men in Wild Grass. Rather, I would 
like to put it next to Qian Xingcun’s “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” which is much less approving 
of even the earlier fiction, and in fact portrays the progression toward the loneliness, despair, 
and graveyards of Wild Grass as a consistent, if regrettable one.
Liu Dajie’s comment made clearer to me the source of Qian Xingcun’s disappointment: 
both men, at least in their writings of 1928 are looking to Lu Xun for “realism” more than 
anything else. From their comments it is obvious that Liu Dajie sees realism in Lu Xun’s 
fiction, and Qian Xingcun looks for realism in Lu Xun’s fiction, but fails to find it. These 
differences highlight the fact that it is very difficult to understand what it was that writers of 
the time conceived of as “realism.” They saw realism in stories like “Diary of a Madman” 
狂人日記 and “Medicine,” 藥 and many other stories in the first two collections which, 
if looked at through the lens of Wild Grass, appear also to be highly symbolic parables of 
despair held together with only the thinnest fiber of hope. I think the marginalization of Wild 
Grass in literary history is much easier to understand than the easy manner in which the short 
58　 Liu Dajie, “Nahan yu Panghuang yu Yecao” 呐喊與彷徨與野草 [“Outcry and Hesitation and Wild Grass”], 
Changye 長夜 [Long Night] (15 May 1928), cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 16.
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stories of Outcry and Hesitation are classified as “realistic.” To me, first of all, the incessant 
problematization of Lu Xun’s fictional narrators as legitimate sources of moral vision (“Kong 
Yiji,” 孔乙己 “Diary of a Madman,” “New Year’s Sacrifice,” 祝福 “In Memoriam” 傷逝) 
and the broad range of bold, modernist techniques Lu Xun uses throughout the collections, 
including fragmentary and elliptical presentation of the telling in “Medicine,” “New Year’s 
Sacrifice,” “Upstairs in the Tavern,” 在酒樓上 and the stark, conspicuous, and often highly 
opaque use of symbolism and allegory in “Diary of a Madman,” “Medicine,” “Upstairs in the 
Tavern,” hardly look like anything I could recognize as “realism.” If I were to try to explain 
realism to college students today, Lu Xun’s short stories do not seem to be good examples. 
Also, the widespread perception of Wild Grass as a “key to Lu Xun’s philosophy” must 
to a large extent also be read as a widespread perception of it as a “key to Lu Xun’s lyrical 
and fictional aesthetics.” Lu Xun’s stories are clearly as ambivalent, as enigmatic, and as 
nightmarish as his prose poems in Wild Grass, only that in Wild Grass he has abstracted the 
nightmarish lyricism from his fiction and removed from them all of their representational and 
conventionally fictional aspects. Realism should be about creating the illusion of transparency 
for the sake of immediacy and, in the Chinese case as Marston Anderson so insightfully 
defined it, for optimizing the social efficacy of literature. Lu Xun was clearly suspicious of the 
optimism shared by the pre- and early May Fourth promoters of literature for social change, 
such as Liang Qichao 梁啟超, Hu Shi 胡適, and Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀, about the prospects 
of literature actually achieving or even facilitating social change. I think what is endlessly 
interesting about Lu Xun is that in both his fiction and his prose poetry, Lu Xun with evident 
great effort created an expressive mode that would neither fall for the promises of misplaced or 
false optimism, yet at the same time would not give in to what are frequently called “the forces 
of darkness.” The result is not cheery, but in Wild Grass, seen from this perspective, Lu Xun 
appears to have burrowed more deeply into insights that he had already richly established in 
his stories. 
In this respect, it is easier to understand Qian Xingcun’s disappointment in Lu Xun, 
because his article is in effect a declaration of his realization that Lu Xun, whatever the 
progressive aspects of his writing may be, is after all not a realist, and the article is implicitly 
a plea for a modern Chinese realistic fiction that has not yet emerged. This is what I referred 
to above as a parting of ways between those who wished to fulfill the mandate of realistic 
fiction in China, and those who turned toward various kinds of prose. And the most left-
leaning advocates of fictional realism were very impatient with prose essays for their frequent 
ambiguity 含蓄, disengagement 超脱, and humor 幽默. After all, early in his article Qian 
asserts that “In the view of a few old writers, the Chinese literary world seems to be dominated 
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by their ‘humor,’ ‘taste,’ and ‘individualist trend.’”59 This is clearly a reference to Lin Yutang, 
whose place in the literary scene had at that time actually not yet reached its heights. But the 
fact that Qian references this in his diatribe against Lu Xun, and the principally offending work 
— Wild Grass and not his earlier fiction — was published in Yusi, a magazine that to Qian 
Xingcun at the time could arguably be lumped together with the “individualist trend.”
Examining the vagaries of “Wild Grass”’ reception in China is compelling even today 
in that each step is a stage in assessing the images of revolution, its obstacles and contested 
logics, debates that continue to roil in many areas, cultural and otherwise. We can see this for 
example in Feng Xuefeng’s revision of his study of Wild Grass between its initial publication 
in Wenyi bao in 1955 and its republication as a pamphlet in 1956, which as historian Zhang 
Mengyang puts it, represents a “setback” (倒退) in the understanding of key texts like “The 
Shadow’s Leave-taking,” with its controversial assertions of being “unwilling to go” (我不願
意去) to “your future golden world” (你們將來的黃金世界), which clearly could be read as 
the author’s reservations about the future society of China.60 In a time when public discourse 
frequently takes a renewed turn toward leftism and citizens are being encouraged to realize the 
“Chinese dream,” it is more important than ever to interrogate the depths of Lu Xun’s literary 
nightmares. ※
59　 Qian Xingcun, “The Bygone Age of Ah Q,” in Modern Chinese Literary Thought, 277.
60　 Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol.2, 57-60.
